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SECTARIAN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN PAKISTAN 
Safia Malik* 

 
Sectarian conflict is enigmatic issue because of the presence of ideology. Usually people confront 
each other on the Name of ideology. This ideological difference can be cultural, religious, language 
and sectarian. This topic is divided among three parts and would cover enumerating questions; what 
is sectarianism? What is Historical background of sectarian conflicts in Pakistan? And last part 
would deal with feasible management mechanism. 
 
 
WHAT IS SECTARIANISM? 

 
Sectarianism originates from the word “Sect” that means a group following specific 

ideology. Sectarianism means the group who is adhering ones ideology and in confrontation of 
others belief and faith. And to attain their own advantages they owned violent activities. That 
causes conflict. The oxford English dictionary in 1961 defines sectarianism as; when a group of 
people holds definite point of views different from others within the same religion. 
According to Collins English dictionary, “sectarianism is a strong support for the religious and 
political group you belong to, and often involves conflict with others group”. So, sectarianism itself 
has become the cause of conflict on the basis ideologies. 
 
 
ROOT OF SECTARIAN CONFLICT IN PAKISTAN 

 
At the time of independence Sectarian conflict was not there. After Objective resolution 

1949 Shia conference held to protect the interest of Shia and in 1953 formed Shia organization 
namely “IDARA E TAHAFUZ E HAQOOK E SHIA”. till that juncture there was not conflict 
among Shia and Sunni. Ahmadiya riot incident 1953 led sectarian violence and Ayoub khan take 
over and curb the conflict.  
         

1970s again led to the culture of sectarian violence when Zia produced his 
“ISLAMIZATION” policy. So, Shia launched Marched to Islamabad. then “TAHREEK E NIFAZ 
E FIQHA E JAFRIYA” emerged. So in 1980s clash started between two sects Error! Reference 
source not found. and in 1985 Sunni formed “SIPA E SAHABA”. 1996 TO 1998 brutal killing 
started among both sects.   

 
Internationally, Sectarianism emerged in Pakistan aftermath of Iranian revolution and USSR 

invasion in Afghanistan. Pakistan as the neighbor of both states suffered with sectarian conflicts. 
These sectarian conflicts become more deteriorated after 1990. After the Iranian revolution Iran 
wants to promote Shiaism and dominancy over Muslim world. And Saudi Arabia supported Sunni. 
Both states yielded their supporters moral, political and economic support. After the USSR invasion 
in Afghanistan two problems emerged first is Pakistani religious extremist started to support 
Afghan Jihad, Second is the emergence Afghan religious extremist in shape of refugees in Pakistan. 
These events led sectarian conflict in Pakistan as well as instability. 
   

Beyond this political parties also started to use them for their own purpose. In 1989 PPP 
formed alliance with Sipa e Sahaba and in 2013 PMLN formed alliance with Jahangvi group. 
Numerous sectarian bases attack was done during 1988 to 2008. In PMLN (9 year period) 1056, In 
PPP (10 years period) 1136 and in Musharraf time (8 year period) 808 sectarian bases attacks was 
done. 
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SECTARIAN CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN PAKISTAN 
 

As Quaid e Azam stated that “if you want to build up as a nation, for God’s sake give up 
this provincialism” and sectarianism is one of the cause. Some feasible management mechanisms 
are enumerating below: 
 

1: The cause of sectarianism is intolerance, to eradicate this Government should held 
seminar of high professional religious scholars belonging to all sects. Every religious scholar should 
be given chance to speak and all should respect their beliefs. Common Masses should be there to                                                
expostulate others party point of view. 
 

2: Government should take check and balance on Madrassa. And order all Madrassa to 
provide both religious and academic education to students. For this purpose board should be 
established led by government and Madrassa’s representative. Also provide all facilities to them 
like scholarship and so on. 
 

3: All Mosques and its administration should be under control of government. Religious 
scholars should be paid by government. Because many people attain conflict vogue because of 
poverty so they compel to deliver provocative and controversial speeches. After coming 
Government control this problem can be managed. 
 

4: Collective board of all ULMA should be made, where the stupendous problems of 
Muslim UMMAH should be presented. By Consensus problem should be resolved. Because of this 
ULMA would be on one page and their amenable too. This would enhance religious integrity along 
with national integrity. 

 
5: Political rights should be given to all sects according to their capabilities. They should not 

be impeded on the basis of their sects. Along this in religious institution, like Islamic ideological 
Council, Royat e halal committee and so on, conspicuous ULMA belonging to different sects 
should be endowed representation according their rights. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
In short, Sectarian conflicts have its roots by considering that government can resolve this. 
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